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#42F Day of Assessment II: Authentic Teaching, Learning & Assessment
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FLEX credit - 3 hours
Presenters: Jerry Buckley, Audrey Green
Strategic Goal: Teaching & Learning
The Outcomes and Assessment Coordinators will provide a forum for discussion of important outcomes and assessment issues, including course, program, and institution-level assessment; authentic tasks and assessments; using signature assignments and Essential Learning Rubrics, and exploring cross-discipline collaboration for learning assessment. The session will included guided and independent activities intended to build on the activities and conversations of last spring's "Day of Assessment." However, ALL faculty are invited and encouraged to attend.

Division Breakout Session Rooms (UCEN):
205 Math, Science & Engineering
206 Humanities
207 Social Science & Business
208 Allied Health & Public Safety
209 Learning Resources
210 Physical Education & Athletics
211 Career/Technical Education
212 Fine & Performing Arts
305 Early Childhood Education

Learning Outcomes: By the end of this session, participants will be able to develop effective assessment tools, create signature assignments and rubrics, and identify the LEAP (Liberal Education and America’s Promise) Outcomes and explain how these relate to the current College of the Canyons Institution Outcomes.